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Why Study Africa?:
Why Study Cameroon?

● Nationalism, and the birth of a nation.

● In one continent, more languages, 
ethnicities, and nationalities than any 
other continent. (yet, in the West, we still 
call this ethnicity African...)

● Cameroon is at the very center of it all; the 
"hinge" of Africa.









African Diaspora:
Human Commodification



Rio des Camarões: 
If the Name Sticks...

● The Portuguese were the first to give a Western name to 
Cameroon in the 15th Century.

● Rio dos Camarões, when literally translated from 
Portuguese means "River of Prawns." 

● Camarões became Cameroon over the course of a few 
centuries of retranslation. 



Colonial Confusion: 
Three Rulers in 50 Years

● One reason Cameroon is unique is its 
relationship with the Western World. 

○ Its first appearance on the European map was as a 
source of slaves.

○ It then became a German colony for 30 years.

○ It was then a shared responsibility of England and 
France for almost 60 years.



Mandate, Trusteeship, 
Independence, Oh My

● League of Nations Covenant, 1919-1946: 
○ After WWI, German territories divided between 

Allied Powers to govern - "Mandate Territories"

● United Nations Charter, 1946-1960: 
○ After WWII, Mandate Territories became "UN 

Trusteeships"

● Independence, 1960-1961:
○ Allied powers were given legal authority in the 

region, but the Charter stipulated they should 
become autonomous.



The German Period: 
Kamerun

● 1884, Germany raised a flag over Douala.
○ Named their new colony "Kamerun".

● Established infrastructure to increase 
profitability.
○ roads, trains, and plantations.

● There were few insurrection attempts
○ a fairly peaceful affair



Many German buildings 
still stand in the hills of 

southwestern Cameroon.

This building is used as a 
government office in 

Bamenda.



The French and British Period: 
Cameroun and the Cameroons

● Kamerun was divided into Cameroun, North 
Cameroons, and South Cameroons.

● The three Cameroonian states were governed 
as colonies.
○ In other words, Europe didn't care unless 

it was making money.

● They were poorly administered and 
subjected to two languages and two cultures 



Fractured Frontiers: 
The Separation of Tribe and State

● The Germans drew the Cameroonian borders first.
○ Their first colony, sometimes referred to as the 

"Kamerun Nation."
○ This is the first time Cameroon, as a people, would 

know each other, as a people.
● The French and British drew their borders artificially.

○ With little regard for geographical lines or 
traditional tribal territories. 

● The frontier separated a people and divided a nation.
○ The Kamerun Nation was split in two, the 

Cameroonian tribal groups were scattered.



Tribal History is 
Important!

The tribal elders and 
chiefs, or Fons, of the 

British Cameroons 
still hold political 
sway and social 

authority.

This outfit means 
business.



Francophone, Anglophone:
And Almost Never Both

● Reunification, Integration, or Secession?
○ What do we do with the Cameroons?

■ Reunify: Would the collective, bilingual, 

bicultural Cameroons reunite into the Kamerun 
Nation of old?

■ Integrate: Is bilingualism too much? Would 

Western anglophone Cameroons integrate with 
Nigeria?

■ Secede: What defines a nation? Would 

anglophone Cameroon secede and become an 
independent nation?



Reunited: 
And it Feels So Good

Ultimately, Southern 
Cameroons voted to reunite 

with francophone Cameroun.
But, living in a bilingual region 

has its drawbacks... 
That's right, 

it really does say:



A "Christening": 
the White Man's Burden

● One thing I'm sure you noticed:
○ Everyone has a name for Cameroon, it seems.
○ Every time a name was changed, it was to suit the 

European rulers in charge at the time.
● Stephen Greenblat in Marvelous Possessions, calls this 

imperialistic naming process a "christening." (After the 
christian process of naming at baptism)
○ Christian Europe's goal in imperialism was seen by 

many as the pacification, modernization, and 
christianization of the third world... For their own 
good...



Imagining a Nation:
The Dream of Belonging

● So, why did Cameroon reunite?

■ The name Cameroon, passed down 
from the Ghost Shrimp of the Wouri 
River, laid a framework upon which the 
Spirit of the Cameroonian Identity 
could grow and evolve.



Many thanks to all of my classmates. You 
helped in more ways than just editing!

Thank you especially to Dr. Patricia Cleary. I 
owe you big (but I'm not a very good 
babysitter so don't get any ideas...)

Thank You!
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